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1.SKETCH

The idea derives from your 
requirements. At the beginning of 
a project. We provide the draft for 
developing the solution to your 
requirement.

8.FEEDBACK

We materialize the partnership 
that we emphasize by giving our 
clients convenient feedback 
system and fast and comprehen-
sive response.

4.TOOLING

With our in-house tool and die 
equipment for injection mold 
tooling. Your lead-time and costs 
for getting the final product will be 
shortened largely.

5.MANUFACTURE
After having the correct design and 
prototype, we are able to 
manufacture to your specifications. 
ATTEND is dedicated to setting up 
the standard of excellence in cable 
assembly manufacturing.

2.DESIGN

Our in-house engineering design 
team will complete the schematic 
according to your requirement.

3.PROTOTYPE

After the schematic confirmed by 
both sides. We will embark on the 
prototype of cable molding.

7.SHIPPING

We promise our clients to ship on 
time. Besides, our exclusive order 
notification will automatically 
inform the buyer before shipping.

6.TESTING

We test repeatedly since we care. 
Our rigorous tests bring up 
high-quality products.

CABLE SOLUTION
CUSTOMIZED/DESIGN/ASSEMBLY

 ATTEND's professional cable solution offering a 

professional PM / Engineer team, which has the 

professional experience in cable customized,design, 

and assembly over a decade.Our specialty including 

variety of industries from the Data Transmission, 

Audio / Video, Storage, Network communication, 

Industrial waterproofing, and high-frequency 

cables. We dedicated to provide world-class 

connectivity solutions. Our value proposition is to 

built on the core principle of "Connect to Your 

Success". This is a common goal we share with our 

customers.

This guiding principle drives us to develop integrated 

service, which allow us to win every promising market 

and to connect every success in the networking 

business.

ATTEND Technology was established as a professional 

connectivity solution provider based in Taiwan since 

2002, specialized in various connectors and cable 

product, including memory card socket, PCB card 

socket, I/O connector, and cable assembly.

。 RCA

。 Board to Wire

。 SATA

。 RF Cable Assemblies

。 CAT5e

。 Robotics

。 Video

。 FFC

。 Mini USB

。 Mini Din

。 Board to Board

。 USB 2.0 / 3.0。 VGA to S-Video

。 FPC

。 Flat Cable

。 Audio

。 Wire to Wire  

。 HDMI

。 CAT6

。 Machine vision system cable

。 Industrial Automated Machinery Cable

。 Large Storage System Cable

。 HPC (High Performance Computer) System Cable

。 Mirco USB

。 VGA to RGB 。 FFC Cable

Networking

AutomationHigh Frequency

Audio / Video

Board to Board

Storage

。 D-SUB to RJ45 。 USB M/F to D-SUB

。 USB M/F to RJ45

。 USB to Mirco B。 D-SUB to D-SUB

。 DC Jack / Plug 。 USB to Mini B

。 M5 。 M23

。 M8 。 DIN Plug

。 M12

Industrial

Data Transfer
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